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   Fall Season - Week 6! 
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Top News and Questions 

 
1. Sunday is the last night of the regular season!  And whoever schedules the games is 

awesome! – see the key matchups of #1 vs. #2 in each division, with the #1 seed at stake 
for the tourney: 

a. Women: Hurricanes vs. Gagas! 
b. 30+ A:  OGs vs. Elders! 
c. 30+ B:  Procon vs. DesertStorm! 
d. 30+ A/B: Supermen vs. CACI! 
e. 30+ C:  Comanche vs. Mad Bombers! 

2. Armageddon gets revenge on their only loss in the last 3 years – to the BallStars!  Look 
for the rubber match in the Elite Finals unless another team knocks one of them off! 

 
FanCam! 
 

 
   



Results! 
 

 
 
 



Legend of the Week – (James Jordan - Procon) 
 
James was simply on fire in this big game!  See Game of the Week below. 
 

 
 
Honorable Mention of the Week – (Jeff Bechtle - Kryptonite) 
 
In an important game for Kryptonite to earn a good seed in the tourney, Jeff came up with 
a career night, scoring 24 from all over the court!  His team went on to defeat the tough 
Squires, and even their record to 3-3 (tied for 3rd place) and staying in the hunt for the 
championship!  

 



Game of the Week – (Procon vs. Dukes) 
 
Fighting for second place in the 30+ B Division, Procon and Dukes faced off for a classic 
game!  Back and forth they went, and it ended up in a 3-minute overtime!  The Dukes 
were tough, but Procon edged them in the end!  “I have a feeling we will see them again 
in the playoffs,” coach Hall of the Dukes stated.  James Jordan led all scorers with 25 and 
was a force throughout the game.  “We gave him a big contract, and that’s why he’s the 
man,” coach Jason Yoon explained after the game. 
 
Other Action! 
 

 

 

 
Good form! “Wow!” Did he score?! 

 
   



The Top 20+ Scorers for the Week! 
 

 
 
Story by Anonymous. 
Pictures courtesy Allie Cortese and “The Commish” 
 


